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Pizza Products

Sub roll pan that replaced sheet pans. 
Custom design provided crustier bread 
texture and, with use of DuraShield® 
coating, made cleaning much easier and 
faster and reduced use of oils.

Deep dish EXACT STACK® pizza pan for 
new pizza product roll-out. First deep-dish 
product for pizza chain. Pans seasoned with 
AMERICOAT® glaze to reduce or eliminate 
use of oil and make cleaning easier.

Created two-pan design to replace single 
pan which increased throughput. Pans 
seasoned with AMERICOAT® glaze to 
reduce or eliminate use of oil and make 
cleaning easier.

Continued on reverse.

EXACT STACK®/Chicago 
Style Pizza Pans
EXACT STACK®/Chicago Style  
Pizza Pans from Chicago Metallic 
are engineered to stack securely yet 
release easily when lifted. The pans 
can be used to proof dough while 
stacked and will not stick together  
due to the proprietary design. 

SPACE
SAVINGS30%

12 Traditional  
Pizza Pans & Lids 

Stack Height = 18”

vs.

12 EXACT STACK® 
Pizza Pans 

Stack Height = 13”

Chicago Metallic Bakeware
Chicago Metallic’s large selection of pizza pans ensures that your pizza baking needs are 
met. From traditional thin and thick crust pans to our Detroit Style and Chicago Style pans, 
we have the pan you need. 

Pan Materials
Pizza pans are typically constructed of standard aluminum or BĀKALON hard anodized aluminum. 
Our BĀKALON pans provide optimal strength, durability, and thermal conductivity. This ultra-hard, 
aluminum oxide surface provides a nearly permanent protective dark gray cooking surface that will 
not chip, peel, rust, or interact with food.

Pan Coatings
BĀKALON pans can be provided plain or with AMERICOAT® ePlus glaze. A pan pre-seasoned with 
glaze will not require seasoning during the life of the pan improving sanitation and reducing the use of 
oil. Aluminum pans can be provided plain, with AMERICOAT ePlus glaze or one of our premium non-
stick coatings, DuraShield® and OptiShield®. 

Consult with our sales team to determine the best material and coating for your operation.

Custom Pan Manufacturing & Solutions
Need custom pan sizes, mould designs, or configurations? Chicago Metallic has designed and 
manufactured pans for some of the leading pizza and quick service restaurants in the United States. 
See below for examples of our solutions.

Made in USA with Global Materials
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Round Pizza Pans All sizes listed below are stock sizes. Custom sizes available upon request.  

Square/Rectangular Pizza & Bread Pans All sizes listed below are stock sizes. Custom sizes available upon request. 

Sicilian Style
2” deep  |  Available from 6”-18” square  |  Plain

Detroit Style
21/2” deep  |  Available as 81/8” x 101/4” or 101/8” x 141/4”  |  Plain

Continued on next page.

Pizza Sheet Pan
1”-11/16” deep  |  Available as 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, or full size  |  Plain

Roman Style
7/8” deep  |  Available as 77/8” x 235/8” or 153/4” x 235/8”  |  Plain

Thin Crust
3/8” deep  |  Available from 10”-16”  |  Plain or perforated

Deep Dish
11/2” deep  |  Available from 6”-16”  |  Plain or perforated

Chicago Style
2” deep  |  Available as 12” or 14”  |  Plain

Flat Bread
1/2” deep  |  Available as 5” x 15”  |  Plain or perforated

Grandma Style
1” deep  |  Available from 6”-18” square  |  Plain

Perforated Disks
Available from 10”-18”

Allergen Free Crust
Deep or thin crust  |  Available from 5”-16”  |  DuraShield®

Straight Sidewall
1”-21/16” deep  |  Available from 5”-18”  |  Plain
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BUNDY BAKING SOLUTIONS: American Pan  |  Chicago Metallic  |  DuraShield  |  Pan Glo  |  Runex  |  Synova

Pan Glo® Recoating Services
Pan Glo® has been cleaning and recoating baking pans for almost 50 years serving some 
of the world’s largest bakeries and pizza operations in the United States. Your pans can 
be straightened, cleaned, recoated, and returned to your operation with like-new release 
characteristics.

Service Locations

Synova Release Agents
Synova release agents provide more value and stability than any other release agent.   
Our Supra product line offers a variety of formulas ideal for pizza so you can find the exact 
blend you need.

Phoenix, AZ
Tel: 602.258.4366
Email: panglo-az@panglo.com

San Francisco, CA
Tel: 415.648.3325
Email: panglo-ca@panglo.com

Jacksonville, FL
Tel: 904.356.3111
Email: panglo-fl@panglo.com

Atlanta, GA
Tel: 404.766.4151
Email: panglo-ga@panglo.com

Chicago, IL
Tel: 815.729.0116
Email: panglo-il@panglo.com

Worcester, MA
Tel: 508.791.9595
Email: panglo-ma@panglo.com

St. Louis, MO
Tel: 314.426.3830
Email: panglo-mo@panglo.com

Charlotte, NC
Tel: 704.523.6132
Email: panglo-nc@panglo.com

Mansfield, OH
Tel: 419.526.4454
Email: panglo-oh@panglo.com

Oklahoma City, OK
Tel: 405.521.0968
Email: panglo-ok@panglo.com

Bethlehem, PA
Tel: 610.868.5515
Email: panglo-pa@panglo.com

Houston, TX
Tel: 713.944.3534
Email: panglo-tx@panglo.com

Lake Oswego, OR
Tel: 503.635.3609
Email: lock4@telus.net


